ATHLETES REPORTING EARLY INFORMATION SHEET

If you have received instructions from your varsity coach to report early for 4th Class Athlete Training, the following information applies:

> You will report to Watts Barracks at 7:00 AM [0700 hours], Wednesday, 25 July, for room assignment, and begin your training to join the Corps of Cadets.

> You have many questions about your life as a cadet. Most of the answers are found on-line in The Citadel Catalog and The Guidon. Read and study these publications so that you and your family understand what is expected of you as a Citadel Cadet.

> Your days at The Citadel will be challenging, both mentally and physically. **Be sure that all shoes you bring to The Citadel are broken in** as blisters can make your first weeks very uncomfortable. Shoes do not need to be shined before arrival.

> Check all the other Matriculation Information on the web site for additional items of interest. NOTE: You need to bring the **completed** Educational Release Form [FERPA] with you on the day you report.

> Your permanent company assignment will not be determined until after your arrival.

*See the Traffic Diagram* below to show you where Watts Barracks is located and where you will need to park on your arrival.